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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a prosody generation method for Chinese

mandarin using the template of quantified prosodic unit and base

intonation contour. This method uses the prosodic feature

picked-up from the syllables in the prosody words by rule as the

base unit, and integrates the prosody rules in the prosody words

of Chinese mandarin and base intonation contour to achieve the

prosody contours with high naturalness. Experiment shows that

the prosody contour generated by this method lively represent s

the agility of the prosody of Chinese mandarin, and improves

the expressive force of the synthesized speech.

1. INTRODUCTION
As a tonic language, the prosody of Chinese mandarin is

completely different from that of other languages’ in rules and

characteristics. Because of the influence of the four Tone

Classes of the Chinese mandarin, it’s difficult to ensure the

variety of the prosody of syllables, prosody words and prosody

phrases in complicated speech environment. How to separate the

complicated prosody representation into model that can be

analyzed accurately? Research shows that there are two features

of prosody in Chinese mandarin: the prosody chunks (prosody

words), which have the same prosodic structure (including tone-

class, rhythm), manifest relatively stable prosodic mode in the

continuous speech; the prosodic mode shows different

hierarchical character depending on its context. It turns out that

the prosody generation for Chinese mandarin can be

decomposed into two parts: building up the stable template of

prosody in the prosody word and the generation of the base

intonation contour, which presents the hierarchical feature.

These two parts overlap each other to achieve the thinking of

“little wave overlap big wave”, a common understanding on the

prosody of Chinese mandarin.

In the prosody contour of the Chinese mandarin, the figure

of the prosody contour plays the most important role. So what’s

different from the traditional methods of prosody generation by

rules is that here we first build a large scale database with

complete prosody chunks’ environment on the phonetic level.

Next we quantify and classify the prosodic information of real

waveform from the angles of rhythm and tone-mode, sum up the

template of quantified prosodic unit with template units using

the original prosody contour picked-up from database.

Furthermore, we revise it by the statistics of original prosodic

information in the database. By using the template of prosody,

we construct the whole prosody contour from the prosody words

up to sentences. With the refining of the base intonation contour

that represents the influence on the prosody contour by the

sentence type, stress, prosodic position, the generated Chinese

mandarin prosody contours achieve high naturalness.

2. CORPUS RECORDING AND
SEGMENTATION

In order to establish the quantified units of the prosodic template,

we need to analyze the original waveform of prosody words and

then to build the prosodic template for prosody words with

every prosodic construction. So we design 44 types of prosodic

constructions including all Chinese syllables at different

prosodic position in prosody words. For each type of prosodic

construction, the designed prosody words are unmeaning, for

that we want to get rid of the influence of pronouncing to get

stale mode of the prosody contour. A female speaker with

broadcast experience is asked to read these text s in her normal

speaking style. The recorded signal is sampled at 16kHz and

quantified at 16bit. So, a female speech corpus of about 1000M

bytes is finished.

The Segmentation of corpus is realized by HTK speech

recognition integrating the acoustics feature of the vowel and

consonant of Chinese speech. The HTK units are right-context
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INITIAL and context-independent FINAL. The feature vectors

include 12 dimensions of MFCC, first and second order delta

MFCC, RMS power. The acoustic features of the vowel and

consonant of Chinese speech include different zero-cross, RMS

power and pitch at the beginning and ending of different vowels

and consonants. The result of segmentation is the beginning and

ending of separate syllables that will be regarded as the template

units in the prosody words

Through the clustering analysis to syllables in 44 types of

prosodic construction, we find about 80 elements that can be

used as quantified units of the prosodic template by the rules of

pitch contour and syllable length. These template units contain

the information of Tone-Class, PinYin and prosodic position in

prosody words. By using the rules of prosodic template, these 80

quantified units of the prosodic template can construct prosody

contour of prosody words with all different prosodic

construction. [1]

3. BUILD THE DATABASE OF
QUANTIFIED UNITS OF THE PROSODIC

TEMPLATE

After getting the original waveform data of quantified units of

the prosodic template, we can build the prosodic feature

parameter database of syllables with different PinYin, Tone-

Class in different template unit. An important step in this

process is to get the pitch contour of each template unit.

Thinking of the special feature of the pitch contour of the

Chinese syllables, we use both LPC inverse-filter and auto-

correlation to calculate the pitch of the template units. A lot of

process results show that when the pitch begins with a high

value and turns low quickly, the method of LPC inverse-filter

works better, but when the pitch values are all low, the method

of auto-correlation shows better result. So we integrate the

results of these two methods and achieve the pitch information

of 4 different Tone Class units in prosodic template efficiently.

The pitch contour gotten from waveform above is a series

of sample points with the interval of 10 ms. They are difficult to

be processed in this form. At the same time, the best method of

getting pitch contour can not ensure that no wrong point will be

in the result. To solve these problems, we use the contour fitting

to translate the pitch contour data to the form more ease to use

and revise the wrong value at some points estimated. We use

polynomial 
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the model of pitch contour. Through the iterative method, we

can find out the pitch point disaccord with the others and give it

the right value. So the pitch contour picked-up from different

syllables with different durations get the same form now.

When recording the prosody words corpus, the speaker

can’t always read the text as required. For example, she perhaps

read too fast or too strongly sometimes, so that we can’t extract

the parameter from the units directly. To eliminate these kinds of

disaccords aroused from unstable speaking style of the speaker,

some normalization must be carried out before storing the

prosodic parameter into the database.

Due to different prosodic position, different PinYin,

different Tone-Class of the syllable in Chinese, it has different

duration feature. The syllables with the same Tone-Class but

different PinYin should have stable duration ratio between them

when they are in different prosodic positions, because the

prosodic position makes the same influence on each syllable

with different PinYin. So we can normalize the duration using

the following formula:

nA...iA...2A1A
iA

nSná...iSiá...2S2á1S1á
iSiá

+++++=+++++

where Si is the duration of a syllable S ( with assured PinYin and

Tone-Class ) in a special prosodic position i (0<i<n), Ai is the

average duration of syllables ( which have the same Tone-Class

and prosodic position with S ), iα is the normalized

parameter that we want to get.

At the same time, the syllables with the same Tone-Class

and prosodic position should have similar pitch contours on the

value level. Due to different figure of pitch contour, we adopt

various methods to normalize it. For example, to the plane pitch

contour, just simply moving the pitch contour up or down can

resolve the problem. But to the pitch contour that  rises from low

value to high, the touchy point is the highest point, so we should

adjust the highest point to normalize it.

After the normalization of the prosodic parameters of units

in database of quantified units of the prosodic template, we wipe

off the disaccording phenomena and get ready for the base units

of the prosody generation.



4. GENERATE CHINESE MANDARIN
PROSODY CONTOUR

After the text analysis of the Chinese text, we get the

hierarchical result of the text prosodic structure. The following

work is to generate the prosody contour from the bottom to the

top of the hierarchical text prosodic structure. It includes:

1. To each prosody word in the hierarchical text prosodic

structure, we use appropriate template of prosody to build the

prosody chunk. In this session, the prosodic parameter will be

picked out from the database of quantified units base and be

filled in the prosodic template. The rude prosodic contour of

each prosody word can be formed.

2. From the prosody words’ prosody contour, we will process

the whole sentence prosody chunk from the bottom to the top of

the text prosodic structure. The main step of this process is

concatenating two prosody chunks to one union. First we change

the prosodic template units of each prosody chunk’s prosody

contour around the concatenate position to appropriate template

unit, because in detached prosody chunk’s prosody contour, they

are in the head or the tail position, but now they are in the

middle position of the new connective prosody contour. Then

we modify connective template units’ duration feature by

connective rules. At last, when the next connective template unit

has voiced consonant or zero consonant at the beginning, we

should smooth the pitch contour between the two template units,

to get the natural pitch contour. If the union prosody chunk is

not at the top of the text prosodic structure, it will be processed

with the other prosody chunk around it to get a bigger prosody

chunk, until to the top of the text prosodic structure.

3. For the light syllables in the text prosodic structure, we use

special light template unit via interpolating with its prosodic

environment to get the right prosody contour.

4. The last step is to use the base intonation contour to refine

the prosody contour generated above. The base intonation

contour is used to define the hierarchical feature of the template

of quantified prosodic unit according to its position in the

continuous speech streams. It comes of simulating the

parameters obtained from the analysis of the whole feature

(including pitch, loudness, syllable duration) of the prosodic

chunks at different prosodic positions (including position in

speech and accent position in each level) in natural speech

streams. In this system, the base intonation is based on the

sentence type of statement, presenting most usual mandarin

phonetic phenomena, include declination[2], downstep and

accent. The effect produced by the base intonation contour

makes the prosody contour well reflect the hierarchical feature

of Chinese mandarin to gain higher naturalness.

Here, we show an example for the contrast of the prosody

contour generated (Figure 1) and the prosody contour of natural

speech (Figure 2). The PinYin list of this speech is “zhe4 ju4

hua4 he2 cheng2 de0 hen3 hao3”.

       
Figure 1: The prosody contour (include pitch and duration information) generated by our system.

            

Figure 2:The prosody contour (include pitch and duration information) picked-up from original speech.



5. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
With the generated prosody contour, we use a TD-PSOLA

Chinese synthesizer to synthesize speech. The informal test

shows that synthesized speech has high naturalness and good

expressive force.

This new method of generating Chinese mandarin prosody

contour can not only generate the prosody contour of a prosody

word, but also build the prosody contour of a whole speech

sentence well. The most important merit is that it uses the

original prosody parameters picked-up from speech to construct

the template unit, which provide its high naturalness. The

separated processing make it possible to improve the effect from

two aspects: finding more reasonable construction of prosodic

template of prosody word and the more accurate base intonation

contour.

The prosodic template is built on the definition of the

prosody word. At present the definition of the prosody word

depends on the text information chunk with close linked

syllables in syntax and phonetics. The more deep research at the

prosody word in Chinese mandarin can help us to design more

rational prosodic environment, and so we can find more

appropriate syllable unit as the template unit and build up more

accurate prosody template.

At this moment, the base intonation contour only

represents the sentence type of statement. We should do more

research about the base intonation contour of the interrogative,

imperative and exclamation sentences. Then we can improve the

agility of the system of Chinese mandarin prosody generation.
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